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Dynamic  
thermostatic valves
Precise temperature control and automatic balancing
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The HERZ dynamic thermostatic valve has an integrated differential pressure regulator. This makes it possible for the dynamic 
thermostatic valve to keep the flow at the radiator constant under changing pressure conditions. Pressure fluctuations cau-
sed by the opening or closing of other radiators in the system are compensated for completely automatically. Neither system 
changes nor system extensions require readjustment or a change of setting on the dynamic thermostatic valve, which keeps 
the effort for hydraulic balancing low.
The proven HERZ thermostatic valve insert in combination with the HERZ thermostatic heads results in a highly efficient and 
operationally reliable room temperature control. Precision, accuracy and efficiency meet the high expectations of a HERZ 
thermostatic valve.

   Versions

   Overview

   Benefits

Optimal energy-efficient room temperature control with HERZ 
thermostatic heads

No readjustment effort for plant modifications

Precise flow control independent of differential pressure Self-acting mode of operation
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Setting of the desired flow rate 
Dynamic constant maintenance of the set flow rate at the radiator 
Automatic regulation of pressure fluctuations due to integrated differential pressure regulator 
Thermostatic head mounting 
Connection thread of thermostatic head M 28×1,5 
Precise control of radiator output in combination of thermostatic valve and thermostatic head 
Continuous precise room temperature control 
Energy-efficient operation of the entire system in changing conditions

   Functions

Dimension     DN 15, series F 
Angle     and straight versions 
Regulated flow range    10 l/h - 120 l/h 
Adjustment     stepless and readable 
Maximum operating temperature  120 °C 
Maximum operating pressure   10 bar 
Maximum differential pressure   60 kPa 
Minimum differential pressure   10 kPa 
Connection thermostatic head  M 28×1,5 
Connection radiator    G ½“ ET (conical screw connection to TS valve) 
Connection pipe    ½“ IT 
Certification     Keymark Certification in progress

   Technical data

   Dimensions
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